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Our Faculty of Education acknowledges and respects the privilege and responsibility we have to
live and learn together on the traditional territories of the lək̓ʷəŋən Peoples including the
Songhees, Esquimalt and WSÁNEĆ Peoples whose unwavering relationship with the land
continue to this day. In this regard, we commit to including the following local Coast Salish values
and teachings[1] to help guide, shape and envision what we do and how in the Faculty of
Education: 

 1. Heʔkw səl’elexw’tala sčelāŋen’s – Remember our ancestors/birthright; 
 2. Nəə māt gwens čey’i – Work together; 
 3. New’ews sn ʔeyʔ šweleqwəns – Bring in your good feelings; 
 4. ə’sacʔəy’xw meqw tə’sa tečel – Be prepared for all work to come.

Underpinning these local values and teachings is our collective responsibility to respect and
recognize the integral relationship between equity-as-fairness and inclusive excellence. Equity-as-
fairness means that everyone has access to support(s) they need to succeed and are enriched and
strengthened by diversity including, but not limited to, ethnicity and national origins, language,
gender and gender identity, sexuality, ability, age, class and spirituality. The Faculty of Education
also commits to approaching EDID from an intersectional lens. As such, advancing issues related
to LGBTQIA2S, BIPOC, MMIWG, disabilities and social-class diversity (inclusive of poverty
discrimination) aligns with our EDID mission of working together to address all forms of
discrimination. Inclusive excellence means supporting, celebrating and affirming how diversity
can deepen learning, enhance critical thinking and problem solving, and fuel creativity and
innovation in our teaching and learning, research and artistic inquiry, professional service, and
community engagement within our Faculty of Education, and beyond. In achieving both equity-
as-fairness and inclusive excellence, we are committed to implementing decolonizing, anti-racist
and anti-oppressive strategies that create culturally safe and inclusive teaching, learning and
workspaces to support everyone to thrive and reach their potential. 

Please consult the Faculty of Education’s Diversity and Equity Resources and the University of
Victoria’s Policy on Human Rights, Equity and Fairness (GV0200) for additional information in
support of this statement. 

 
[1] University of Victoria Indigenous Plan 2017-2022, p. 9. 

 

https://www.uvic.ca/education/resources/diversity-equity/index.php
https://www.uvic.ca/equity/index.php

